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Project Objective (APSR Nov 2006)
Objective:

To refine the Automatic Obsolescence Notification System
(AONS) developed in an earlier stage of APSR, to a platformindependent downloadable tool that automatically provides
information from authoritative international registries to
support decisions on preservation action required to retain
access to information resources stored in repositories.
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Why is NLA/APSR building AONS II?
Format obsolescence is potentially a major problem for every
repository manager. This is particularly true given:
f
f
f
f
f

Ever-increasing volume of digital material;
Plethora of file formats;
Dynamic nature of computing environments;
Rapid and unpredictable drivers that cause formats to become
obsolete; and
High business value of the specific content of some digital
materials or collections can result in policies that mandate that
access be maintained to this data for extended periods of time.

Repository managers need help to manage the numbers and
diversity of file formats and their obsolescence risks. Hence,
the need for a tool like AONS II.
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High Level Software Design Principles
AONS II had to conform to several fundamental design
principles. We decided it must:
f
f
f
f
f
f
f

f

Support three different business environments: a national
federated infrastructure, enterprise business models, and
individual standalone repository sites;
Be open source using Java code;
Be modular and have a reusable/adaptable design;
Be platform independent using a decoupled approach;
Be interoperable, using common interfaces, protocols and
standards;
Provide service interfaces in a Service-Oriented Architecture
based on RESTful approach;
Provide a core set of functionality, which abstracts repositories
and registries functionality away from the core, and would allow
new repository and registry adapters to be added without affecting
the core; and
be demonstrable.

These principles have provided a yardstick and reality check
for all development work.
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Deployment Modes 2007
In conforming with the principle that the software must work
within national federated infrastructure, enterprise business
models and individual standalone repository sites, two
deployment modes have been implemented:
f
f
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Mode 1: Local/Enterprise deployment (local internal and local
networked sites); and
Mode 2: Federated/APSR deployment.
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Mode 1: Local/Enterprise deployment
Mode 1: Local/Enterprise Data
deliverable characteristics:
f No mandatory public access –
repository owners can configure this on
their own;
f Access to local and probably unshared
data repositories via format summaries
produced by a local crawl service;
f Obsolescence rules will be heavily
customised based on client
environment;
f User interface bundled with main
components for deployment simplicity;
f Still utilise access to external format
registries, but may augment this
information with own data; and
f Some organisations may wish to
integrate the obsolescence tool with
their own software.
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Mode 2: Federated APSR deployment
Mode 2: Federated (APSR) deliverable
characteristics:
f Public anonymous access for read only
operations;
f Protected access for system owners
who can change state of the application;
f Access to public data repositories via
the format summary service and ORCA
(Online Research Collections Australia APSR Collection Registry Product)
which will be delivered by APSR;
f Public viewing of read only
obsolescence reports;
f Public access to static, non-contextual
rules for evaluating document
obsolescence within public repositories;
f User interface operating on a separate
server to main module deployment;
f Access to external format registries; and
f No federated repository crawl due to
bandwidth and security factors
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AONS II in Action
The are two main schools of thought on where to conduct
preservation actions:
f
f

Preservation on ingest; and
Preservation on demand.

Both scenarios aim to address the fact that formats are or will
eventually become obsolete. The AONS tool is designed to
aid a repository manager to decide when to take action, and
can be deployed to respond to both scenarios. To:
f
f

Check files as they are ingested; or
Check files some time after they have been ingested, either on a
one-off basis or on a regular monitoring schedule.

This can take place as a part of a workflow or as a standalone application.
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Recognising File Formats and Building
Collection Profiles
AONS II builds a profile of the formats in a repository or a
subset such as a collection or even a single file. The profile is
constructed from:
f
f

A compliant XML metadata summary; or
A repository crawl using purpose-built AONS adapters designed
for a given repository type.

Crawl results are processed using:
f
f
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Metadata from a repository (i.e. DSpace); and or
Automated format recognition tools (such as DROID, JHOVE or
other plug-in tool).
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Format Identifiers
AONS II depends on being able to distinguish accurately
between different formats, and between different versions of
formats, in order to manage and identify relevant risk levels.
At times this is problematic.
Based on the repository formats found, AONS II may classify
formats as ‘identified’, and matched with format information
held in external registries, or ‘unidentified’. As part of this
classification process, a repository manager could:
f
f
f
f
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Decide to link an unidentified format to an existing AONS internal
format;
Create a new internal format with links to external format
identification;
Create a new internal format with no links; or
Simply leave the format as unidentified.

 AONS link
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Adapters
AONS II uses repository/registry adapters which are
abstracted from the core software for interfacing to different
repository and registry types.
This keeps the core code isolated from the adapters so that
the basic business logic does not need to be modified when
creating or modifying adapters.
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Adapters
Repository Adapters
(completed):
fDSpace (1.4)
fFedora (2.2)
fNLA Pandora
fREST/Pull
fGeneric File System
(not completed 2007)
fEPrints
fSRB (UniQLD)
fTRIM
Registry Adapters
(completed):
fLoC SDF
fPRONOM
(not completed 2007)
fGDFR
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Notification
The notification part of AONS II is configurable and based on
a change in state within the system. For example:
f
f
f

end of repository crawl;
change in the information about a format in an external registry; or
the expiry of a time sensitive trigger, such as format risk reassessment period ending.

Based on the experiences from AONS I, notification can occur
in a number of forms:
f
f
f
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Email;
RSS Feed; and
Task boxes via a GUI format summary screen.
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RDSS - Risk Questions
Step 1 – Risk assessment based on Community Information

Step 2 - Risk assessment based on Collection /
Repository Information

Community Information Questions

Collection / Repository Information Questions

Q1. Is this a base format? A ubiquitous format which is likely to be rendered by
most applications (e. g. plain text).
If yes, consider low risk and go to the end of Step 2.
If unknown, state "Unknown".

Q1. The original primary rendering software has been identified as ... (see
Step 1 - Q6.)
Is this primary rendering software available to you?

Q2. Is this file format and version referenced in any searched information
resources?

Q2. The following hardware and software dependencies have been
identified for effective rendering of this format using the original software …
(see Step 1 - Q7)
Are these critical dependencies available to you?

Q3. Is there a known support end date for this format version?
If yes, how many years to that support end date?

Q3. The following alternative software options have been identified for safe
and effective rendering … (see Step 1 - Q8)
How many of these alternative rendering options are available to you?

Q4. How many years since this version was released?

Q4. For the alternative rendering options, the following critical
dependencies have been identified … (see Step 1 - Q9)
Are these critical dependencies available to you?

Q5. How many new versions have been released since then?

Q5. Do you have any other alternative means of providing safe and
effective access? (i.e. custom designed applications, scripts, emulators).
What are they?

Q6. Is the original primary rendering software for this format version identified?
What is it?
If unknown, state "Unknown".

Q6. Overall, how many access options are effectively available to you (i.e.
how many can you make work), including the original rendering software?
If none – consider access lost. If one, consider high risk.

Q7. Are there critical hardware and software dependencies for effective use of
the original rendering software?
What are they?
If unknown, state "Unknown".

Q7. Do you have any other information that would exacerbate or mitigate
the level of technical obsolescence risk? (i.e. information which might
indicate a change in access to this format).

Q8. How many alternative software options for safe and effective rendering can
be identified?
What are they?
If unknown, state "Unknown".
Q9. For each alternative, are there critical hardware and software dependencies
for effective use of the alternative rendering software?
What are they?
If unknown, state "Unknown".
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Future Work – ‘Nirvana’ ?

If this were to occur, future development work
on the AONS software might also include:
f Development of automated risk workflow;
and
f Development of export functionality to a
central web service.
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Developing the AONS tool into a central web
service based on feedback from multiple AONS
expert repositories could:
f Provide machine- and human-harvestable
Format Identification metadata profiles for
file formats (new web service); and
f Provide machine- and human-harvestable
Format Risk profiles for file formats (new
web service).

Web
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The current work is delivering a Java based,
repository/registry agnostic tool which can be
deployed in any Service Orientated Architecture.
Therefore these foundations could be amenable
for future development improvements.

Web
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AONS II Service (Web)
Providing metrics for:
- Format ID Metadata Profile; and
- Format Risk Metadata Profile.
Information push/pulled from-to other AONS II
expert instances. Information available to all.

End
APSR:
http://www.apsr.edu.au/
APSR AONS II Home Page:
http://www.apsr.edu.au/aons2/index.htm
AONS II Wiki:
http://www.apsr.edu.au/wiki/index.php/AONS
AONS II Development Blog:
http://aons2dev.blogspot.com
Download AONS:
http://sourceforge.net/projects/aons/
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